The University of Maine
Campus Recreation
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM

Table Tennis Rules

To participate in intramural sports here at the University of Maine, players must be a member through campus recreation and be either a student or an employee by the University of Maine. (Note: High School age students are not allowed to participate in intramural sports even they are a member through the recreation center.)

1. Coin toss determines first serve and the loser chooses end.
2. Single elimination (best 2 out of 3)
3. First person to 21 points wins the game
   a. A player must win by two points
   b. Once a person reaches 20, you do not rotate serves. You will still continue on the every 5 points rotation.
4. Switch ends after every game
5. Five serves then rotate
6. A serve can bounce off the side and still be legal. The serve returner cannot let the ball bounce twice and have the ball be considered out.
7. In doubles play you must rotate hits and the server must serve to opposite side. Players also rotate positions after his/her serve.